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As an extreme-sports mogul, billionaire Micah Sinclair is comfortable taking risks. But nothing - and
no one - has ever challenged him like Tessa Sullivan. He's fascinated by the woman who's
overcome so much, including the loss of her hearing. The petite blonde dynamo, a small-town
restaurateur on the Maine coast, is the most courageous person he knows, and he wants her in his
bed. Now all he has to do is convince Tessa to explore their desire. After a lifetime of loss, Tessa's
finally come to terms with her limitations. Or she would, if a certain sexy businessman weren't
pushing her to want more. And to want him. All her remaining senses are clamoring for her to touch,
taste, and feel. But her doubts tell her to go slow when their passion gets too hot. Micah's
determined to prove to Tessa that she can still have everything she's ever wanted, including his
love. But will she listen to her head - or her heart?
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The fourth book in this series does not disappoint, in fact the series is only getting better.When we
first meet Tessa she was simply introduced as the deaf restaurant owner, but I always wanted her to
get her happy ever after. Every girl deserves it. Throw in the handsome extreme sports star that is
Miach Sinclair and the fireworks where bound to start.Pushing each other to confront their fears,
and talk about their heartaches opens their hearts to each other but also our hearts to them. I
laughed, I cried, and ultimately I was filled with the most joyous feeling that I had to go find my own
Miach and snuggle him to death.I highly recommend this series and all her other books.
Congratulations J.S. Now bring on the next brother/cousin

This is another wonderful romance by J. S. Scott. You will laugh, shed some tears at the hardships
the main characters have had and fan yourself at the hot scenes.We know Micah, the oldest of the
Sinclair family cousins, from before. He is an extreme sports fan, hard worker and takes his brothers
well being as his own responsibility. We find all that has had an effect on his health, and leads to
some down time in Amesport, Maine.Tessa was an Olympic medal figure skater six years ago.
Becoming deaf stole that passion from her. She moved to Amesport to help her brother, Liam, run
the family seafood restaurant. She has been there since, helping daily but not really living her life
fully.Micah is determined to pull Tessa out of her self-induced shell. They have both successes and
failures. They learn about each other, and themselves, as they grow closer. You will love them as a
couple and cheer for their happily ever after! I'm looking forward to more Sinclair stories.

Micah Sinclair is a billionaire who loves to take risks, all or nothing. No matter what he does he does
it with his whole heart. When he meets Tessa Sullivan he realizes she is different from anyone he
has ever met, not because she is deaf, but because she has overcome so much in life. He has
never met anyone with her courage. Slowly he helps her realize the she can have anything or do
anything she wants and she wants him.I do love a good billionaire story and J S ScottÃ¢Â€Â™s are
the best. Her guys are always such alphas and they do exactly what they want. As I read The
BillionaireÃ¢Â€Â™s Voice I was a little disappointed at how Ã¢Â€ÂœtameÃ¢Â€Â• Micah was in this
story compared to some of her other billionaires, but the more I read I realized he was exactly how
his character needed to be for Tessa. It was such a beautiful, moving story of two people, that life
hadnÃ¢Â€Â™t always been kind, who finds each other. The plot is well written, the story moves
along very nicely and you canÃ¢Â€Â™t help but cheer at the end. Loved it! Another hit for J S
Scott!!!Received an ARC for an honest review.

Ms. Scott has done it again. I wait anxiously for each book in this series to come out. I have never,
ever been disappointed. I have only one complaint, and that is that the books can't be written as fast
as they can be read. I love your work, Ms. Scott. Keep em coming.

This is book 4 in the Billionaire series and I have read them all and preordered number 5. I gave this
story 4 stars for only one reason which I shall reveal later.I have loved all of the books in this series,
even though, to me, they are a bit heavy on the sex and foul language - but then I read Fifty Shades
of Grey and, guess what?, it is too. Before I read that set of books, FSOG, I was told by one of the

ladies who recommended it to me that I try to read past the sex/BDSM and find the love story there that it was a really good story. I have followed that rule of thumb since then and tossed out the parts
I didn't care for and concentrated on the actual story.The Billionaire's Voice is the story of Micah
Sinclair, the one of the cousins who is a daredevil. While he loves doing dangerous stunts, he also
has a degree in engineering and wants to continue to improve the safety factor of the equipment
used by those who participate in his extreme sports.In the prologue, however, we are introduced to
a woman who has just suffered a humiliating loss and is about to step out into traffic because she is
crying and can't hear the cars. She is saved by a young man who reaches out to her and pulls her
out of the street, then gives her a ride to her home after learning what happened to cause her
unhappiness. She is Tessa Sullivan and he is Xander Sinclair.Then in Chapter 1, we learn that
Tessa has moved back home to Amesport, Maine, and in the space of one year has lost her dad
and her mom. Because she is deaf, her brother quits his very profitable job in the film and television
industry as a special effects expert and has moved back home to help her in their family's seafood
restaurant and take care of Tessa. He is living in their parents' house. Because he has smothered
her with protectiveness, she is now living alone in a house that belongs to a friend of hers but which
is for sale. Knowing that when it sells she will have to move back home with her brother.Micah is
one of three brothers: He owns his own extreme sports equipment company (design and
manufacture), Julian is a movie star - literally a star, which has been his dream for years, and
Xander is a musician but has lost his career to drugs and alcohol. Because Julian is often on
location shooting a film, Micah has taken on the task of trying to keep Xander alive by himself and
has refused to worry Julian about their brother's condition.Micah's emotional load has taken a toll on
him and he is exhausted and has begun having migraine headaches again - he had them as a child.
Then Julian, who lives in California, comes looking for him and just happens to be there when Micah
gets a call that Xander has overdosed in California. The stress is too great and Micah starts having
a migraine. When Julian learns of his brother's condition, he puts him to bed and goes to California
to get Xander and bring him back to Maine.Meanwhile, Micah and Tessa have become friends and
he is encouraging her to do things she thought were impossible for a deaf person. Up until she was
18 years old, Tessa was a championship ice skater and won a gold medal at the Olympics. She has
received an invitation to skate in an exhibition of former champions to benefit the Sinclair Family
Foundation charity organization. Because a perfect routine depends on following a piece of music
flawlessly, she knows she can no longer perform. It turns out Micah has bought the property that is
home to an ice rink her father built when she was a child on which she could practice. So Micah
opens it for her to see what she can and can't do.After that, Micah encourages her to step out of her

comfort zone more and more. Finally, he broaches the subject of cochlear implants. She tells him
she had one and that an infection developed and it had to be removed. She is scared to try it again
and, as a matter of fact, is not sure she is even a candidate to have the procedure again.At some
point, their attraction turns into lust and they become lovers - she is sure, however, that he will want
to return to New York so, in the back of her mind their "fling" is temporary. She is sure she is in love
with him but, because she can't see him staying in Amesport, she tries to keep him at arm's
length.When she travels to New York for the exhibition, she goes to see a specialist in cochlear
implants. This is the reason why I gave this book 4 stars. We learn that she has the money for the
procedure, that she is a candidate, but it's as if the idea falls off the face of the earth. I kept waiting
for her to have them and for the first voice she heard was that of Micah telling her he loved her. But
alas, that was not to be. Therefore, I do not think this book finished as well as it could have.Having
said all of that, understand that I will read all of this series again, when Ms. Scott has finished writing
it - there are at least 2 more books, Julian's and Xander's. Congratulations Ms. Scott you have
created yet another fascinating cast of characters.
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